
Wavestore integrates...

Axis Cameras & Video Encoders

Main Features of the integration
 Compatible with the full suite of Axis camera and video 

encoder products

 Leading 360° panoramic client side display and control

 Native video input into Wavestore to provide the 
highest quality performance

 Wavestore o� ers industry leading throughput which 
equates to lower hardware costs

 Wavestore allows Axis equipment to be augmented 
with a host of best-in-breed third-party equipment, to 
provide a single leading solution

 Display video how you want it thanks to Wavestore’s 
flexible GUI views – including corridor format

 Backwards compatible, scalable and completely 
future-proof

Please contact us for further information on 
specific camera models, encoder models and 
ACAP integration

The integration
Wavestore’s ‘any video, any format’ philosophy perfectly 
matches the mix of technology that Axis cameras 
offer. Images from HD, megapixel, thermal and 360° 
panoramic cameras can be displayed side by side on 
the same screen.  Axis cameras are compatible with all 
editions of Wavestore’s VMS and are fully integrated via 
Onvif profile S.

TECHNOLOGY PARTNER

Fixed network cameras Full integration across all Wavestore VMS editions as standard

PTZ cameras Full integration across all Wavestore VMS editions as standard

Thermal cameras Full integration across all Wavestore VMS editions as standard

 Full integration across all Wavestore VMS editions as standard with leading
360° panoramic cameras client-side dewarping and the ability of producing various ‘virtual camera’ views 
 rom a single stream

Axis camera technologies



Server side
The Wavestore VMS can be installed on Wavestore’s own 
range of servers, or on a host of compatible third party 
brands to provide video, data and recording management 
across the end-customer site. It enables a completely 
scalable, future-proof platform to integrate a host of 
third-party technologies, such as Access Control, onto 
a single screen. The Axis 1001 network door controller, 

Axis Cameras & Video Encoders

Wavestore integrates...

for example, can be integrated into the system via Onvif 
Profile C, in order to bring the power of video to an access 
control system. In addition, video analytics – such as 
those available through the Axis ACAP platform – can be 
deployed to add a growing list of further intelligence such 
as advanced motion detection, sound detection, people 
counting and heat mapping. 

The integration - continued

Video encoders Full integration. For current channel licensing prices, please refer to the 
 urrent Wavestore MSRP price list

Axis video encoders

Corridor format Wavestore allows 9:16 corridor format images to be flexibly displayed alongside
 other formats

ACAP platform Wavestore is able to easily integrate new and existing ACAP applications via its
 WaveStar scripting service and Metadata engine. Please contact us for full details

Specialist Axis technology

Client side
Wavestore’s ‘WaveView’ client so� ware application can 
be installed on multiple client machines to access the 
Wavestore server(s). WaveView provides complete live 
monitoring and playback control of cameras and other 
devices. This allows an operator to view live video, search 

for events or manage triggers linked from events either in 
real time as they happen, or via post-event interrogation. 
Operators are then able to easily stitch together video 
from time-synchronised events using Wavestore’s 3-click 
evidential export function.

Thanks to Wavestore’s metadata capabilities, events from 
these disparate technologies can be managed quickly 
and easily in a host of ways and video linked to the events 

searched for or pro-actively displayed or sent in a variety 
of ways to relevant people.

Video Streams

ACAP Events



For further information, please visit the ‘Technology Partner’ section of Wavestore.com

About Axis
Axis o� ers intelligent security solutions that enable 
a smarter, safer world. As the global market leader in 
network video, Axis is driving the industry by continually 
launching innovative network products based on an open 
platform - delivering high value to customers through a 
global partner network. Axis has long-term relationships 
with partners and provides them with knowledge and 
ground-breaking network products in existing and new 
markets. Axis has more than 2,000 dedicated employees 
in more than 40 countries around the world, supported by 
a network of over 75,000 partners across 179 countries. 

WEBSITE: 
axis.com

About Wavestore
Wavestore’s truly independent open platform Video 
Management So� ware (VMS) enables users to achieve 
maximum return on investment from their security 
solution by unlocking its full potential. 

Sitting at the very heart of a security system, Wavestore 
combines powerful ‘any source’ video, audio and recording 
management with deep integration across multiple 
technologies from a wide range of third-party technology 
providers. These include camera, video analytics, access 
control, storage and sensors from leading providers, 
making it possible for users to e� ortlessly operate, monitor, 
control and manage a best-in-breed total security solution 
– all from a single screen.

WEBSITE: 
wavestore.com

CONTACT: 
info@wavestore.com 

Head Office
Wavestore Global Ltd, 
Boundary House
Cricket Field Road
Uxbridge. UB8 1QG. UK

Phone:          Email:  Visit: 

+44 (0)1895 457 475      |      info@wavestore.com      |      wavestore.com

Axis Cameras & Video Encoders

Winner of two Queen’s Awards for Enterprise
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AXIS P3215-VE Network Camera
Streamlined and versatile varifocal with HDTV 1080p

AXIS P3215-VE is a streamlined, outdoor-ready fixed dome with HDTV 1080p video quality and up to 2 MP resolution.
It features a varifocal lens, P-Iris control and day/night functionality. P-Iris control provides optimal depth of field,
resolution, image contrast and clarity. Remote zoom and focus eliminate the need for hands-on fine tuning, and day
and night functionality provide superb image quality both in daylight and dark conditions. AXIS P3215-VE provides
multiple, individually configurable H.264 and Motion JPEG video streams. With a built-in memory card slot, the camera
enables local storage of video. The IK10-rated AXIS P3215-VE is dust-resistant and vandal-resistant.

> HDTV 1080p and H.264

> Day/night functionality

> Remote zoom and focus

> P-Iris control

> IK10 vandal-resistant

Datasheet

AXIS M1103 Network Camera
Compact and affordable SVGA camera

AXIS M1103 with CS-mounted, fixed focal lens provides excellent image quality in SVGA resolution, where progressive
scan provides crisp and clear images even in low-light areas. It offers multiple H.264 and Motion JPEG streams that can
be individually optimized for bandwidth and storage efficiency. Power over Ethernet supplies power to the camera via
the network, reducing installation costs. The pixel counter helps verifying that the pixel resolution of an object or face
fulfills regulatory or specific customer requirements. AXIS M1103 supports digital pan/tilt/zoom, which allows a view
cropped from the full view to be streamed for viewing or recording.

> SVGA quality

> Fixed focal lens

> Power over Ethernet

> Pixel counter

Datasheet

AXIS P3215-VE Network Camera
Streamlined and versatile varifocal with HDTV 1080p

AXIS P3215-VE is a streamlined, outdoor-ready fixed dome with HDTV 1080p video quality and up to 2 MP resolution.
It features a varifocal lens, P-Iris control and day/night functionality. P-Iris control provides optimal depth of field,
resolution, image contrast and clarity. Remote zoom and focus eliminate the need for hands-on fine tuning, and day
and night functionality provide superb image quality both in daylight and dark conditions. AXIS P3215-VE provides
multiple, individually configurable H.264 and Motion JPEG video streams. With a built-in memory card slot, the camera
enables local storage of video. The IK10-rated AXIS P3215-VE is dust-resistant and vandal-resistant.

> HDTV 1080p and H.264

> Day/night functionality

> Remote zoom and focus

> P-Iris control

> IK10 vandal-resistant

Datasheet




